The investigation of single-electron spectrum of the Hubbard model with local lattice anharmonicity is performed. The influence of the interaction with the vibrational subsystem on the effective exchange constant is considered. The static transverse dielectric susceptibility of the model is calculated. Analysis of the possible dielectric anomalies is performed on this basis. Here, ni = Σσ niσ ; ni σ = aiσaiσ is the electron number operator at site i with the spin o; gniSzi describes interaction between electrons and anharmonic vibrations. The last two terms in H0 describe tunnelling splitting of the vibrational mode and the asymmetry of the anharmonic potential; is the electron transfer integral. The Hamiltonian H0 can be reduced to the diagonal form using the transformation |R) = αRr |r) [4] , where |R) = |ni|, ni|, S;) is the single-site basis of states. In the Hubbard operators representation H0 = Σr εrX r, where
1. The model with local anharmonicity (Műller model) [1] involving Hub-. bard-type electron correlations as well as interaction between electrons and vibrational modes which can be represented in terms of pseudospin variables, is one of the used in the theory of high-T c superconductivity. Vibrations of apex oxygen Ow possess anharmonicity in the case of YBaCuO-type systems. Their possible importance for charge transfer to or from the CuO layers, superconducting pairing of electrons and connection with observed high values of dielectric permittivity εzz was mentioned in several papers [2, 3] . 2. Hamiltonian of the model [1] has the following form:
Here, ni = Σσ niσ ; ni σ = aiσaiσ is the electron number operator at site i with the spin o; gniSzi describes interaction between electrons and anharmonic vibrations. The last two terms in H0 describe tunnelling splitting of the vibrational mode and the asymmetry of the anharmonic potential; is the electron transfer integral. The Hamiltonian H0 can be reduced to the diagonal form using the transformation |R) = αRr |r) [4] , where |R) = |ni|, ni|, S;) is the single-site basis of states. In the Hubbard operators representation H0 = Σr εrX r, where
Here aiσ = Σm,n AmnXmn, xmn = im) (ni; n1 = 0, n2 = 2, n3 = n4 = 1 (nr = nr) and states 11), 12), 13), 14) correspond to the hole, pair and single-electron states with o =1, T, respectively (the states with S z = -1 / 2 a r e m a r k e d b y ) .
3. The problem of electron energy spectrum and electron statistics is solved using the method of two-time Green functions constructed of X-operators with the decoupling corresponding to Hubbard-I approximation (under the conditions t « U, t < g). We obtain in the independent subband approximation λmn
The four lower and four higher bands correspond to the hole and pair motions, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). This splitting is caused by interaction between Hubbard levels with the pseudospin subsystem.
There are double occupied sites below half-filling (n = 1-δ) and empty sites above half-filling (n = 1 + ól due to the interband interaction
The electron-hole symmetry is broken and there is a possibility for the hole conductivity at half-filling.
Similarly to the standard transition from the Hubbard model to the t-J one, the effective Hamiltonian is constructed with the help of the canonical transformation. It contains interaction of the form where the effective exchange constant depends on the state of vibrational subsystem (Pił = 1/2 ±S t ; P i | | = S t " -) . I n e q u i l i b r i u m s t a t e a t l o w t e m p e r a t u r e s( S t ) and J7 -(which is antiferromagnetic for (Jeff > 0) produces the main contribution in the total exchange. In nonequilibrium state (e.g. in the frozen disorder case) the number of sites with St = +1 increases and the components Jij+ and Jij:± (which can be ferromagnetic for certain range of parameters values) give the contribution. This can correspond to the frustration of the exchange interaction discussed in some papers.
4. In calculations of the transverse dielectric susceptibility (corresponding to the component εzz for YBaCuO-structures) we start from the relation x| (q, ω)= (Pq(ω)P-q(ω)) containing the Fourier transform of the Matsubara temperature Green function constructed of operators Pi = dsSz + Beni. Here, ds is the dipole momentum connected with the pseudospin flipping; de is the electron component of the dipole momentum corresponding to charge transfer from/to the CuO layers. The calculation of correlators (SzSz)c, (nn)` etc. is performed with the use of Wick's theorem and corresponding diagrammatic technique. The operator H0 is taken as Hamiltonian of zero approximation. Effective interaction between pseudospins via electron subsystem is taken into account using ladder approximation for the summation of loop diagrams and the electron propagators are taken in Hubbard-I approximation (this corresponds to the generalized random phase approximation [5] ).
Dielectric susceptibility was found for two regimes: µ = const and n = const. The dependencies of susceptibility x| and εzz vs. asymmetry parameter h, temperature T and electron concentration n are obtained. The function Xi = (S z Sz) 9 u , in static limit for U -ł oo, 0 < n < 1 has two peaks (near h = O and g) caused by the approaching of each other certain hole subbands (see Fig.  1 ). The first peak disappears at n -> 1 and the second one vanishes at n -f O. The same structure keeps for (2 = 0, T O. Maxima of xi |ω=0 correspond to the points of possible dielectric instabilities. For the regime µ = const the substantial increase in dielectric susceptibility due to the electron component (k, (nn)`) is observed when the chemical potential is within the permitted energy subband. One can obtain the estimates L V. Stasyuk, A.M. Shvaika x| = de2/(vcW), where W = (Am n ) 2 W (X mm + Xnn ) is the subband width renormalized due to narrowing effect, and xe/xs= (de 2 /ds) (2/W). By the order of magnitude ds =Z(OA)δ, de =eeD, where Z(OA) is the effective charge of Ow oxygen, δ is the distance between the double-well minima, and D is the effective length corresponding to the transfer of electron charge from CuO chains to the layers. Because δ « D, we have xi « xi for "2 < W. Direct numerical estimation gives x e= 101 = 1 0 2 , w h i c h c a n m a t c h t o t h e l a r g e o b s e r v e d εz z p e r m i t t i v i t y values [3] .
The behaviour of function xl as well as total susceptibility x is peculiar also with the change of temperature. For h > g and h < 0 (U -> oo) the curve xl (T) rapidly falls to zero when T --> O and smoothly decreases (showing Curie-Weiss like behaviour) at high temperatures. There is a divergence of xs| at certain temperature T*, which is determined by the effective interaction between pseudospins. The phase diagram T* vs. n is given in Fig. 2 . The formal analogy between the presented diagram and well-known dependencies of the superconducting transition temperature Tc on hole concentration in high-temperature superconductors testifies to the possible internal connection between these phenomena.
